Direct Impact Solutions for Islands, Waterway Communities, and the Blue Economy

Using a simultaneous top-down and bottom-up approach to Waste-Free
Impact Zones and Waste-Free Islands, we integrate global awareness with
actionable steps at the local level.

Ocean Currency International: June 2017

Ocean Currency International (OCI) is a pioneer in Direct-Social-Action Development. Our mission is to transform the
world's islands, waterways and beach communities into sustainable Waste-Free Impact Zones and improve the quality of
life of each global island community.
Island nations face disproportionately high rates of urban MSW (municipal solid waste) due to tourism and the high cost of
exporting recyclable materials. The waste's impact on nature, human health and quality of life in turn affects the
tourism industry that the island depends on.
We engage and enable ocean-loving consumers through aspirational purchase-based funding to give them a way to make a
direct, tangible physical difference in creating plastics-free water, better air quality and a healthier world.
Our unique 5 Step Program is a system-based approach to transform Waste Collection, Recycling, Disposal and Local
Development within a defined waste collection area while creating a comprehensive roadmap of opportunities and
positive change milestones for the entire community / Nation State.
Our approach also merges education and waste avoidance programs with year-around events. Providing tangible benefit
from waste operations through economic development ensures long term success.
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VISION
Be a leader in the next economic revolution
Demands on social responsibility for consumer
and hospitality industries continue to grow. We
facilitate the relationship between individual,
government and corporate interest so all parties
benefit from clean water, fresh air and Waste
Free Impact Zones.

Sport, Art, and Music are the tools we
use to communicate our corporate
and civic culture.
We identify common waste themes and
obstacles among island nations, then apply our
system to increase land value, tourism and trade.
Long-term economic development is the lynchpin
in creating international commerce opportunities
and a sustainable local tourism trade.
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WHY OUR TEAM
A team of passionate professionals connected to the ocean in their own ways with a diversity in backgrounds that
demand success

“The Conductor”
Michael Torres

CEO
Co-Founder

Over 20 years of HighPerformance Leadership
experience, Peak Human
Performance Development, Team
Building & Management. A
former US Army Airborne
Paratrooper, High-Performance
Director & business visionary

“The Connector”
Rob Steir
President
Co-Founder

Seasoned executive with 20+
years experience in early stage
products, patent development
innovative ideas, and companies.
Expert at opening doors and
business development.

“The Coordinator &
Communicator”
Thomas
Loughborough
COO
Co-Founder

A team and project manager,
specializing in professional yacht
racing. An expert at cultivating
cultural connections and
creating programs that connect
the local ecosystem to the
mission

“The Innovator”
Roland Arnison

Chief Innovations
Officer
Co-Founder

A circular economy and bioeconomy innovator with over
20 years experience in waste
and environmental
management. Bringing clarity
to short and long term solutions
for maximum impact.
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THE OCI APPROACH
We fully recognize each island, beach or waterway community has existing stakeholders associated with waste
collecting, processing, recycling and disposal. We will work with them to achieve our collaborative Waste-Free
goals. We are also fully aware of the opportunity to take a pivotal position in the future of the Blue Economy,
changing global positioning for the SIDS communities, and creating impact for over 1 billion people through direct
and indirect programs and services
• From a top-down perspective, it's about island economics and creating higher-value land use
• We fully understand the need to, in the aggregate, not only increase recycling and limit land use, but create
long-term economic and environmental sustainability
• A Waste-Free island will drive real estate values, tourism and overall island productivity
• Integrated and Inclusive programing provides a connection for the local community to the value of waste and
the positive impact on health and quality of life
• Expand cultural and global awareness through sports, art & music driven programs and waste-free events
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PROGRAMS & SERVICES
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WHAT DO WE DO?

WASTE-FREE ISLAND
INITIATIVE

IMPACT ZONE & CULTURAL
AWARENESS/SOLUTIONS

GLOBAL OCEAN
PROGRAM

INTEGRATED OCEANIC
OPERATIONS

BLUE-ECONOMY
GROWTH &
DEVELOPMENT
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THE ”OCEAN CURRENCY”
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THE OCI SIDS WASTE-FREE OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
Each OCI Team engagement begins with a comprehensive Implementation Study that examines the four main components of our solution
ecosystem against the specific information developed over a three month process. All programs then are intricately coordinated to strengthen the
overall program outcomes and maximize engagement, retention, and growth.

Waste Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Collection
Distribution
Conversion
Combustion / Disposal
Small Scale Waste Facility
Design & Implementation
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Solutions

Economic Impact
Solutions

• Energy (Hydro, Wind, Solar,
From Waste)
• SIDS Technology Development
• Real Estate Development
• Land Restoration Management
• Blue Economy Development
• Tourism (Sport, Medical, and
Recreation)
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Analysis

Implementation
Study

Challenges

Social-Impact Solutions
• Marketplace Operations
• Corporate Sponsorship
• Events linked to the S.A.M-C
Activations
• Social Education Driven Programs

Assessment
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S.A.M-C™ (Sports, Arts,
Music & Culture)
Activations
•
•
•
•

Waste-Free Event Consultation
Waste-Free Event Production
Health Education and Wellness
One-World-Education Programs
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5 STEP ON-SITE PROGRAM
FOR WASTE-FREE ISLAND
STATES & WATERWAY
COMMUNITIES
Ocean Currency International “Waste Free Impact Zones”

To achieve a Waste-Free Island, i.e. to collect, recycle and dispose of waste in each
designated Impact Zone, we will have a well-thought out program to integrate
people, culture, technology and economic incentives. We pay
particular attention, during the planning phases, to identify individual, business
and community stakeholders to work with them to develop job-creating
economic opportunities to turn waste into an asset. This also enables OCI to
create direct actionable activities and events to support or establish waste
education, recycling and waste avoidance programs.

2014

PARTNERSHIP WITH

IMPLEMENTATION

HOST LOCATION

STUDY

SOLUTIONS ROAD MAP

EXECUTION

REFINE & REPLICATE

Present a proposed relationship

Three-month dynamic study by

A bespoke solutions program that

between OCI and host location

the OCI team and strategic

outlines our implementation plan,

steps, community events are

according to schedule, while on-

partners to not only understand

expected outcomes and milestones

scheduled early on in the execution

going training and development

the technical requirements, but

to become Waste-Free

phase to ensure end to end buy-in

continues with local operators and

and benefit

community leaders

engage in local culture to create
a bespoke solution set

In addition to “waste-specific” action Additional impact zones completed
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THE OCI GLOBAL OCEAN PROGRAM 2020
The future central operating cell coordinating Research, Clean up, and Removal of Free-Waste from the worlds water-way systems and the first
global Quick Response Team for Island and Coastal Community Natural Disaster and Emergency states.

Purpose Built Vessel Fleet

Environmentally inspired converted
super-tanker that contains a full SMRF
Waste Facility as well as FirstResponder and Human Crisis Manage
Support Operations

Global Ocean Fleet
Management/Coordination
A central connection between oceanic
research operations, ocean clean-up
vessels and technology operators,
shore-based clean up operations to
provide waste-solution support and
knowledge sharing
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3

2
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Direct Solution Support

Providing expert knowledge to the SIDS
market in order to support specific solutions
(waste, economic, or technology) for current
systems or upgraded operations

Disaster Response

Providing Governments of island and
coastal nation states the safety of off-shore
on demand human disaster relief from
medical aid, basic food and shelter supply,
waste removal and health support. We
provide the inter-link to advance medical
and industrial support within hours to days
of a reported natural disaster
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THE OCI BLUE ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The central operating cell coordinating Research, Clean up, and Removal of Free-Waste from the worlds water-way systems and the first global
Quick Response Team for Island and Coastal Community Natural Disaster and Emergency states.

RE-USE/RE-PURPOSE &
ECOLOGICAL BALANCE THROUGH
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Job creation, economic growth
opportunities, increased local and
international commerce (GDP)
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PLASTIC CONVERSION
TECHNOLOGY

Strategic partnerships and Innovation
alliances

2

SUSTAINABLE LOGISTICS

Next generation transportation
Replacing the world’s wooden pallet
subsystem that contributes to
deforestation

3
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THE OCI PROGRAM PRINCIPLES
As a “B” Corporation we are committed to social responsibility and adopting these principles to guide the success of each program

HUMAN 1ST APPROACH
Addressing a “global” problem
needs communication and
relatability with any successful
solution. We believe that SPORT,
ART, & MUSIC are transcendent
across all cultures and locations

LOCAL COALITIONS

Working directly with the
community, we ensure to leverage
all resources to inform, educate,
and create accountability
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WASTE-FREE IMPACT
ZONE NETWORK

Using our micro-solution based
system, we will ensure we have the
best solutions in place and be able to
adopt solutions for additional zones

DEVELOP A WASTEECONOMY ( BlueEconomy)

Providing Governments (Top-Down)
with tangible outcomes of proper
waste solutions, while enabling the
local community to develop commerce
and international trade (Bottom-Up)
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FUNDING MECHANISMS
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INSTITUTIONAL AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Providing existing NGO’s, banking institutions, and Governments to actively engage in tangible sustainable
action

1

2

3

GREEN BONDS MADE
AVAILABLE FOR
PARTICIPATING
TERRITORIES

Public – Private
Partnership &
Fund Matching

NGO Support

Multilateral Funding Institution

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUNDS MATCHING
FUNDS RAISED THROUGH OCI PROGRAMS

NON GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY DIRECT
SUPPORT IN PART OR WHOLE OF AN
OCI PROGRAM
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DIRECT SOCIAL ACTION
We are not the first to try to engage the “developed” world in global crisis, but we are the first to
combine Corporate Responsibility + Consumer Action to crowdfund a real, tangible specific
project (actual island program) & the best waste management solution to save our oceans!

1

2
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MARKETPLACE

CORPORATE
"FLASH"

CORPORATE
"ADOPT A
PROJECT"
EFFORTS

PERCENTAGE
PURCHASE-PRICE

TIME-SENSITIVE
CAMPAIGNS
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DSA: THE MARKETPLACE
We are crowd-sourcing change

Not only do we understand the power of the social
age, we are counting on it. Harnessing the two most
powerful drivers of the global consumer market by
the combination of “convenience buying” and
“activity buying.”
When consumers understand the power of their
purchase by OCEAN CURRENCY endorsed products,
the relatability of the global crises becomes tangible.

IMAGES ARE FOR CONCEPTUAL REFERENCE ONLY – NO
FORMAL RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED AT THIS
TIME WITH AMAZON
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DSA: FLASH SALES AND CORPORATE ECO-EVENTS
Using the power of Enterprise Brands, “Flash” Sales that
directly fund specific projects through targets sales and
live events centered around sports, art, and music

Key Features:
Bringing Corporate Social Responsibility To Next Level
Enterprise corporations have a strong following. We will use the
strength of this following to boost the success of the “awareness”
showing loyal customers the brand is committed, associated and
engaged in environmental and sustainable projects.
Providing Positive Associations To Brand
Providing users direct access to support “Active” projects, receive
updates and news to associate real tangible actions with our
partner brands and making a real difference in the world
Spreading a Brand Eco-Awareness By Others Indirectly
With social features built in, our corporate partners can share in the
social impact of their loyal consumers who use social networks to tell
their friends.

IMAGES ARE FOR CONCEPTUAL REFERENCE ONLY – NO FORMAL
RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED AT THIS TIME WITH
BRANDS LISTED ALTHOUGH TARGETS OF INTEREST
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DSA: ADOPT A PROJECT – DIRECT ENTERPRISE RESPONSIBILITY
Providing brands with “real” action behind their social responsibility programs
Key Features:
Creating tangible Corporate Social Responsibility
Moving beyond headlines and press releases to immersive
content, live streaming operations, and long term media
support
Sharing “Our" Social Actions
Providing brands with content to be shared across all social
platforms

Providing Easy & User Friendly Ways To Participate
Consumers looking to directly support the “Adopt a Project” will
be provided clear and easy ways to support OCI above and
beyond the Corporate Brand
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GETTING INVOLVED

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
INQUIRY

NGO/VOLUNTEER
ORGANIZATION

GOVERNMENT/FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONAL RFP

STAY INFORMED/NEWS LETTER
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